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Effective theory: Feynman rules for (abelian) soft k

➔Eikonal

➔Next-to-Eikonal

●No recoil (Leading order in k small)
●no spin interactions (scalar vertex)

●Recoil (NLO in k soft expansion)
●Spin interactions (spinorial vertex)



  

Effective theory: eikonal and next-to-eikonal identities 



  

Effective theory: eikonal and next-to-eikonal identities 

=



  

Effective theory: generalization to perturbative Gravity
 (C. White - arXiv:1103.2981)



  

Next-to-eikonal webs and exponentiation

Abelian

Non abelian

Connected subdiagrams (~ '60 – Yennie, Frautschi, Suura)

Webs (~ '80 Gatheral, Frenkel, Taylor, Sterman)

Exponentiation of 
NE factorizable 
contributions
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Soft-Collinear Factorization

Image taken from arXiv:0805.3515

(Collins, 1989) 



  

Low-Burnett-Kroll Theorem

Low original theorem was only for scalar emitting particles,
Burnett-Kroll extended it to include also spinor lines.

Ward identity for an emission of a soft gluon: 

it is possible to express the radiative amplitude 
in terms of the non radiative one

(Low 1958, Burnett-Kroll 1968)



  

Low-Burnett-Kroll Theorem

Low original theorem was only for scalar emitting particles,
Burnett-Kroll extended it to include also spinor lines.

Ward identity for an emission of a soft gluon: 

it is possible to express the radiative amplitude 
in terms of the non radiative one

The theorem holds only if the gluon energy is 
the smallest scale in the problem.

Del Duca extended the theorem in the region 
i.e. (in the massless limit) the collinear region

(Low 1958, Burnett-Kroll 1968)



  

Low Theorem, modifications by Del Duca 
(Nuclear Physics B345 (1990) 369—388)

It is convenient to decompose the metric in 2 polarizations, K and G
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Low Theorem, modifications by Del Duca 
(Nuclear Physics B345 (1990) 369—388)

It is convenient to decompose the metric in 2 polarizations, K and G

K+G emission from the hard and soft funciton

K emission from the Jet funciton

G emission from the Jet funciton

Factorizable

Non factorizable



  

With some algebra, it is possible to rearrange the contributions in 4 terms:

●E,NE,.. emission x Full Form Factor (Factorizable contribution)

●G tensor x Derivative of the Full Form Factor (NON Factorizable contribution)

●G tensor x Derivative of the Jet Function (NON Factorizable contribution)

●G tensor x Emission from inside the Jet function (NON Factorizable contribution)
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With some algebra, it is possible to rearrange the contributions in 4 terms:

●E,NE,.. emission x Full Form Factor (Factorizable contribution)

●G tensor x Derivative of the Full Form Factor (NON Factorizable contribution)

●G tensor x Derivative of the Jet Function (NON Factorizable contribution)

●G tensor x Emission from inside the Jet function (NON Factorizable contribution)

Both the derivative contributions can be obtained imposing 
the gauge invariance and expanding in the soft momentum k.

This cannot be done for the 4th  term

NON factorizable contributions vanish at strict Eikonal level

Low Theorem, modifications by Del Duca 
(Nuclear Physics B345 (1990) 369—388)
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Diagrams involved in the calculation: 2 real soft emissions 



  

Diagrams involved in the calculation: 2 real soft emissions 

Solved problem. See arXiv:1010.1860

The computation up to NE order reproduces the Log 
structure of the exact result in the soft limit



  

Diagrams involved in the calculation: 1 real soft emission



  

Diagrams involved in the calculation: 1 real soft emission

Loop integrations with soft emissions: non trivial problem. 



  

We will try to reproduce this result with 2 different 
approaches

● expansion by regions

● effective field theory / factorization approach

Exact result from the literature in the soft limit
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Expansion by regions: general formulation

It is a well defined approach to compute integrals (Beneke, Smirnov 1997)

●divide the space of loop momenta into regions
●in each of them expand the integrand in a parameter which is small in 
that region
●integrate over all the regions
●all scaleless integrals must be set to zero.
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Expansion by regions: general formulation

It is a well defined approach to compute integrals (Beneke, Smirnov 1997)

●divide the space of loop momenta into regions
●in each of them expand the integrand in a parameter which is small in 
that region
●integrate over all the regions
●all scaleless integrals must be set to zero.

In our case (NNLO DY) the regions are:

         Soft

         (Anti)Collinear

         Hard

Soft Integrals are scaleless! 

For our computation, all the soft region is zero



  

Expansion by regions: result Hard Region

Eikonal order catch the 
Whole Plus distribution
coefficients 

No Plus distribution
At NE order 
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Only at NE level we get:
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Expansion by regions: results Collinear regions

● Graphs with correction to external legs (emission with self energies):

● Graphs with 2 legs corrections (emission with vertex correction)

At Eikonal Level the total contribution is zero!

Only at NE level we get:



  

Comparing with exact result..
..complete agreement

In particular:

the hard regions + collinear regions of 2 legs diagrams correspond to 
the full set of 2 legs diagrams

The collinear regions of the 1 leg diagrams correspond to the full set 
of the 1 leg diagrams.
 



  

But we need more, because we want resummation...

Effective field theory approach (factorization): 
use eikonal and Next-to-Eikonal Feynman Rules, and then 
compensate with Low theorem

Comparing with exact result..
..complete agreement

In particular:

the hard regions + collinear regions of 2 legs diagrams correspond to 
the full set of 2 legs diagrams

The collinear regions of the 1 leg diagrams correspond to the full set 
of the 1 leg diagrams.
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First example in which difference between “next-to-soft” (k) 
and “next-to-threshodl” (1-z) is manifest

Effective approach: the problem of virtual 
emissions 
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First example in which difference between “next-to-soft” (k) 
and “next-to-threshodl” (1-z) is manifest

Eikonal 
level

Next-to-eikonal 
level

It is also manifest the difference with the expansion by region approach:
Scaleless integrals are zero, but they follow from composite operators which need UV 
renormalization: there is a counterterm!
Indeed linearizing the propagators, UV divergences have been introduced that must be 
subtracted off.

= 0 = UV + IR 

= 0 = UV + IR

-UV

-UV

?

Effective approach: the problem of virtual 
emissions 



  

Using E and NE identities on the quark line

Let's forget about the problem of virtual integration, and let's use the NE identity



  

Tree level diagrams dressed by some known functions (form factors)

The sum of diagrams with E and NE form factors

Let's promote the sum of E and NE form factor to the FULL form factor



  

Effective approach: corrections to the phase space



  

So we combine the 3 ingredients (tree level diagrams, form factors phase space)
And expand it up to NE (next-to-threshold) using

Final result from the E and NE effective rules
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So we combine the 3 ingredients (tree level diagrams, form factors phase space)
And expand it up to NE (next-to-threshold) using

We get finally:

Plus distributions and Leading L match with the original results!

Terms missing are those which break factorization (Low theorem)
and are not caught up by the effective vertices.   

Final result from the E and NE effective rules



  

Low theorem: derivative of the full form factor
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This turns out to be equal to the hard region of 



  

Low theorem: derivative of the full form factor

This turns out to be equal to the hard region of 

This is a contribution left out by the factorized Feynman rules, indeed

 =  0



  

Still we don't recover the full expression, the difference being
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This discrepancy is precisely (including the constant term!) 
the collinear region in the expansion by region approach!



  

Still we don't recover the full expression, the difference being

This discrepancy is precisely (including the constant term!) 
the collinear region in the expansion by region approach!

We can interpret this final term with the second contribution 
from the Low theorem: the emission from the Jet function 



  

Derivative contribution (easy)

Low theorem: emission from the Jet function



  

Derivative contribution (easy)

Emission from inside the Jet 
function (non trivial!)

Main difficulty is the mixture of linearized an full propagators that introduces 
spurious divergences and requires special attention to all the standard 
techniques for loop integration different from the pure application 
of dimensional regularization

Massive Box with 1 linear propagator

Low theorem: emission from the Jet function
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Conclusions:

●A full control of the NE Logs is important both for 
phenomenology and theoretical issues,
●NE effective theory + Low theorem is a framework where 
to systematically control them,
●Log structure NNLO Drell-Yan is a highly non trivial check,
●Expansion by region recovers the full Log structure 
(powerful approach, but no resummation from it),
●Factorization approach is work in progress, but the piece 
missing is precisely what we expect from Expansion by region 
(collinear region, emission from the Jet),
●Almost done with a complete next-to-eikonal factorization 
proof for Drell-Yan. Next step is to move to resummation.
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